
August 11, 1985 

Dear Bill St everybody, 

The envelope gives you an idea of how much too hasty evoryting is. Like in 
the Kenebel answer. Lly. wife 1181 no sooner finished tying it than I vice !led aYM8 
things I'd tergotten, I suppose a mixture of haste and time, for it was a long time 
ago that I finlehed my werk. 	I never like to work this way, 1 have not choice 
and I suppose when I look hack I should be grateful. 1  haven't yet scripted the radio 
series, although I've started. I hove done wm or rather finished three more chapters 
of alIIV:Aali II, and my overworked wife will start typing them today or tomorrow. She's 
jued finished setting up a sat of books. 'lien the tardy distributors start paying us 

we'll be better off and we'll feel better, and se will the printer. I should, really, 
be beck on the press now, for of the second 5,000, 4,000 ere sold, a not bed record 
for two weeks'. But I suppose uless I find another cork to pull, it will slack off 
nee especially with the general availability of the Lano book and the skil! and 
money of Holt, to say nothin ofnteeir other end less attractive attributes. I'm 
leaving in the morning for Baltimore, and from there to Gila where 1 have a four-hour, 

by audience demand, sass question-answering session on the largest radio station. 
I hone to try and arrange some distribution in Belt., whore the Sun is doing a feature 
story on me - not the book. Lee we take that we can. 

Wetromedie plans a special they'll syndicate. I believe what I did on the Alan 
Bueke show sold t'aem. They'll eell it The Doubters, eni it rill he the four or us with 

the books. S metime in 5eptember. They are still hearing about the show, and they 
confessed wl-_2e1 they called me that although they were quite excited at the end of the 

teeing, they were nr-rehensive about the obi ity of one men to hail an audience for 
two hours. It a eeereatly heeeened, but it was not, really, one :awn. It was those 
awful lawyers who i no learn represented the Aeericen Trial Lawyers' Assn. 1  have 

reason to believe that their ringleader, tonsdorf, representsHolt, Heinhert, and if 
this is the case it is not unlike other things that have heepened, except for the 

turned tellies. Pe euppeeed to be gottine a sound tape of it. Sylvia thinks Ceehan 
has one. lie Wasn't answered me. She says he, perhaps, has the Long john, but she noes 
doesn't. 

Because I knee you people are not about to make public or any uneise use of my 
stuff when I'm doing a book, let me tell you what I have drafted. The Dubious 
Kennedy Inquest takers up the story of the autopsy where 1-11TETT etoe:ed, but with 
a different angle. Remember, this book is to show who 3hitewanhed, as the subtitle 
says. The three chent - es I have finished deal differently with the photoerephic 
testimony, questioning by Liebeler, of hapruder, Angeles end 'Allis. Tentative chapter 

titles on eilich I'd like your opinion(s) are Dow Pictures Lien The Loveledy Diversion 
and Willis y Another Name (i.e.,. Hudson), respectively. I'll resume these again in 
three othsr'chopte-s 1 did ell the preliminary work on oome'time ago and will hove to 

drag out. These will then be titled Pictures Do Lie, "11.1112 in His Own Name (or 

Unedited, or something; I've not decided) and The Leveled') Caper. These cheletrs will 
do with theneoctures end whet wee done with the pictures whet the first ones laid tit 

foundation for. Here what Lillian wrote no about W'llis in invaluable, as is her 
picture (Willis hasn't mewed me) before it was aut. 1  already( ind the proof the 
pictures were toyed with, bedeuse Ahoy used different versions,, as eith Altgens. But 
I did not knew whet was missing. It that sign was Welk and white, it may mean even 
more....When you go over AltSans, ileeee tell no what you fin i sidaking out of the 
open fire-escape window, What is sehind  the glass on the sO4ad, end whet has henpen) d 
to the men in between. I eode` arr,engements  fir e similar study hero teday, as soon 
as the photographer friend of a /friend is available. If it is forth the 1r).00 

or 

less to you, :15.00 for pse 3.14in.ertalle or rcagazine, you can, now got the supposed 
original from lieyer G81dberg, Wide World Photos, 50 Rockefeller 

you do not, when get into thilS, 	'11 h-ve a nrint of mine Mode for you. 

Elaza, NY 10020. If 



Beck to Knebel, I sent LOOK a copy, for their information only. I've had no 
response, and they haven't returned it, as I asked. i hope they ore as sneaky as 
one might expect and are ehowine it to people. I do not shun that sort of thing 
and some time I'll tell you of the confrontation's I've survived that I engineered. 
I haven't made ue my mind swat to do with that meteeiel, but I'm inclined to toll 
the entire Rowland story as a sample of how the whitewashing wos done on the witnesses. 
I'll addthe other confirmatory stuff I forgoer,' such as the existing confirmation,: and 
work in eith ie sone of the other complaints about the sieving by the FBI and its 
consequences. I thought I'd be specific about made 2-4 cases, selecting the Secret 
Service and the police and their complaints about the FBI's rap ‘rting. 

So, if you have anything on the photographic eviftenee, specially Shaneyfelt, 
that you think I can use, I'd ee- reciate it. I rave enough, mare than enough. But can 
there be to much's' I didn't buy copies of early Zepruder eta taments, but 1  hevo 
enough, again. I've dot his firet-ley statement to the eeceet Seevice and the hasty, 
hand-letters revert covering transmission of the Zap. film. He :vas without doubt 
thee, that the shot came from behind him. 

It didn't cost me enythine extra for the parking, ea I'm  returning the s32.00. 

k..i 

But thanks. Then I get ime, I'll send you a list of hat I've got cosies of. But
:. sl I'll soon, I hope, b: 	ell oe it. You'll le velcome to it, though. 

On the Altgens pictures, the enlargment used in the e ash. eoat the next day 
was retouched around his hand and forefinger...I'm apprehensive about phantoms, 
mostly because of the harm they can do. I've gotten nothing frost Lifton, elthough 
he did promise some things. And ebout "material", I'll use nothing not official 
or the uncoreupted version of thn of:iciel:  as with eettgens. 1 think eothine else 
at this juncture, at least with my approach, is operopriete...Tellien did send me 
a set of the xeexedexxsa 	elides, but .6  haven't had time to study them and he 
hasn't answered my letter and order, so I'm Miting. I'm going to teke one set apart. 
I wiltnot use What he told eifton, unless he tells it to me or :t ie in writine. It 
just isn't worth the chence of error, no matter how Flight or teetnical. But if I 
haven't hoard feet him by the time I'm .orkine on those chapters, I'll send him e es 
registered letter with questions. I used the address in his testimony, and I had a 
return 3 ddresu 

;moo I can I'll write Stemm, and thanks. its ordered a copy of .TunTEmAr June 2, 
with no comment with the order or After reedingthe book....There is no hurry on 
returning the P.1. answer. -Joss any of you roerl1 any but Creieseying Rowland told 

ee 
 

hinte 

, 	. I'm glad you told me about Lillian's husband, sorry as t I ae to hear of it. 
I d inteadee 	hee as SO• n 0 3 I SO t a fee minute , era I hoeo this wilt do for 
all pf you, with you acting as a filter where filtering might be indicated. On the 
Oswald-"`stay reeark, I've seen the erchives version of the NBC foetsee. It is closeup 

and the sound is clear. The editing is obvious. After the film goes blank, the sound 
track can cleuint be heard withthe question, "eid you kill the Presidents" This is 
the erchives'oopy. If I didn t write one of you about the Dallas DCA film, now 
mewed by elper, lot me kn - w. I think you might went the 3 mm versicn. '1 is quite 
interestinee 	 if whoever DCA is matt can ,.put you in touch with those whose 
foote,ee was usel...Separately my visiting nephew is now taking on envelope of about 

I if 	Er-4amen-434se of the index to mail to you (which reminds me, unless there in a big 
rush on sasethine, save the extra cost of airmail when you s nd epeethioe Vs like the 

earine tape transoription). Lane, as I recall, miedeted it. He use' some of it. Ooeeg 
beck t'o e-atsy, the euoten in oven the Resort, shows the omiesion, 7hinh woull hove 
takcniaP no more space than the blank space end the eeterisks....When you talk of 
those ki nes of tepo recorders I drool. el have tea overused Concord 33Cs, 17/8 and 3 3/4 
speeds. some day I'm go ng to get just a decent stereo no my wife can record. and enjoy 

)Lu  the ieteopolitan. eeilI It'll be see° time before I con take the time to 3voa enjoy 
Artt .4ec(3nt music that Ais available by radio 



Yes, eaegie can do worthwhile things. I know the woman who was then Moeugh's 
seoretary. I've neWer mentioned this beers ta anyone, and I've never had the 
chance to track it down. He can say things, if he will. (I think it was Hill's tseti-
many.) Alother thing I've never token the time to track down is the utter silence 
about Burkley, who went to the hospital in the ambulance and steyee there. Ece the 
ia Presideet's doctor could have noshing to say end wouldn't be asked has always excites 
me. If edeugh will talk and con remember, he can say whet is not consistent with 
the official stoeywee  France, I'd be interested in knowing whether Gellimard is 
doing Lane's book, end if ntt who is and theist Gellimard is erintine on the seep 
subject. I  had a disappointing end unpleasant etperience with them lest -iene. To (elej 
whom I do not know, but magazine rights to eFITEekeit have been sold to a Geilmen 
magazine. Hertiord, if Hageie sees him, will know. Andi liarbord now has ell he needs 
(be's my agent' to get on engliab edition of eRITEeeell done very fast. It will want 
distribution. I think I can get enough promotion on it to at least get it started, 
without advertising. And I'm satisfied the others do not domeare. 

Jou tickee with your eedtere story, and I thank you for your pureahse. The 
woekc of the front-page Book aek review on INQUEST, the wholesalers said that in 
New York WHITEWA5H was outselling it. I ofteh wonder whet could hove hepeened to it 
set in type and with regular distribution - even not sat in type but with distribu-
tion. As I rush I recall tbines I forgot. If I didn't ever tell you the tentative 
full title for the sequel it is eldleeeleie II: 	DID ileAnd on the indexes, they 
are for those you see who might eent them. When I can I'll mail some .  individually, 
but I reallyh have too much to do no I even turned down a radio epaearence because 
of the time it would take in travelling. I also think I can pick it up later. 

Sylvia doesn't see whet you sew in Popkin. I wrote the NYReview a note saying 
the preeessor hede't dcna his homework and had uses a pony, etc. I told no one, but 
Sylvia told me there was a ru er going around that I had erittea....I eonder at the 
depth of her inv-avement with epstelu and its effect on her. It has already inrluenced 
her judgement and former impartiality. I regret it. 

het you tell me of LOOK an Manchester is quite inteeestine. Can younsend me 
a come I've been in touch with the Kennedy's and Harpers in a different way, and 
I've heard from an English correspondent who interviewee him. It turned out to 
be another of the knives I've core to feel (this time my wife felt it for me) in 
edvenoe. That atory mentioned all the books but mina, tho only one than published, 
and featured eanchester sayine the avosite of what I've quotas from him on. The new 
pitch is the Cameission 'ass right, did a poor job, ene reInchester'e Coin" to etrsigbten 
the whole thing out, proving the eoemiszion weli right but Meet 't prove it...And does 
this explain LOOK'a embarrassment at my correspondence and leeehel? I h. er a fertune 
is involved in the Menelootar book elready...eeeople inside Harpers' are discouraging tb 
them en the Priscille :ohnsoneMerine bock. =urine tools: tee on lacir eerort interview. 

She charged ABC and 01f3 nothing, demended el0,000 of NBC and settled for e5,00e: They 
should love it. 

I expected Lane's book to be better, and I was disapnointee at the Persistent 
dishonesty, twisted quotes, inflated footnoting and plain error (Viz. his dismissal 
of the Willi and Lane pictures). He doesn't see What he Hants so it is no good. His 
editing of Neeby Rich lacks basic integrity. I'd love to see a setmof his original 
proofs and see whether they include his Apeendix X, which has no reason being an 
appendix at all, etc. eooks like leatahinuto additions to save repeeine the entire 
book, at least from 185 on, with the consequent effect on foetnot e, index, etc. At 
the moment, I'd put nothing past him or Holt. 

The fee times I sit down to zee write I'm aleeye to -  aware or 'Neat I'd ietended 
doing and haven't, should and am not, and I hurry too :each and sander. I hope you'll 
understand and forgive. I'm slowing down a bit, ea I auepose hod to happen, but I 
can't get up after bu four hours abed and start right off. Cats my eorking time by 
about 2 hrs a say. Thanks, and regards to all, and good luck to Idr. C and Lillian. He 



Tuesday morning, 9 August 

Dear Harold: 

I am enclosing the material you so generously prowided,with the money 
you spent for parking as I promised.' If there should be any additional charges 
you wish to levy please let me know. We are most grateful. 

The Xeroxing was done in the office of Maggie's husbands firm and that 
way we had complete Privacy as I was not about to 1?t, it out to someone whom I didn't 
know. Nor did I want anyone to see what it was. By duplicating everything you 
may see fit to send us,we have insurance against the loss of the original through 
an error in mailing or transfer at least in its return voyage to Hyattstown. 

The Altgens in its 'nearly complete' form was most welcome. We've had 
it blown up and we suspect a kind of retouching around the Presidents head and 
neck. This after a preliminary study that was admittedly cursory. We'll see what 
else it may yield up that we don't already know. With his fertile imagination may-
be Dave Lifton could conjur about an unlimited number of phantoms, (Speaking of 
him, please, Lillian cautions, don't pay him anything or contract with him for 
payment of "exclusive" material he may proffer. We have the same things usually 
and they are not available for moneyt) I believe Lillian has now sent you a set 
of the Willis slidesthat Lifton had promised but failed to t ransmi t to you. 

Here,'incidentally, is the address of Thomas Stem who visited the 
National Archives on 2 September 1965:2705 Bainbridge Ave., Bronx 58,New York. 
His telephone is LU 451143. You should be in touch with him anyway and can get 
his memorandum on the analysis of the Zapruder motion picture film, with especial 
note of the head shot. 

The rebuttal to the Look article of Fletcher Knebel was most appropriate 
and thoroughgoing in its rigor and logic. Not to mention the celebratekWeisbergihn 
cut and thrust technicue. From my vantage paint it appears that you have impaled 
F.K. like a butterfly on a mounting board! I want to share it with Lillian and Ray 
before returning it. Then we'll make what comments we have and I'll forward them 
along to you. 

Lillian's husband has had a stroke and is in the intensive care section 
of Mt. Sinai Hospital here. Apparently he's going to make it, but I've not had an 
opportunity to talk with her as she is at the hospital most of the time. And I've 
been remiss in getting to ynu a copy of her "Oswald-patsy remark" tape which I had 
her do over completely. It is much better now, I've reedited it and as soon as 
they fix my RETOX tape recorder I'll duplicate the copies on my TANDBERG. The re-
pairman promised to come today. 

Maggie Field flew direct to Paris last night and I'm sure she is in 
a huddle with Tom Buchanan by now: Furthermore she expects and this is strictly 
entre-noun,.not to be repeated to Sylvia or anyone until Maggie should tell it 
you personally) to visit with General McHugh, the late Presidents Air Force aide 
who was in Trauma Room #1 at Parkland and at the autopsy in Bethesda! She is not 
overly optimistic about learnin7 anything in particular, but Mrs. Field is a woman 
of devastating personal charm and beauty 	 The General is a brother-in- 
law of David Stein (the Jules Steins etc) and was at Courchevelle when the Fields 
were there for a ski holiday last Christmas. Maggie returned home to California 
and only then realised whom she had "lost" as a contact when she re-read either 
the Kellerman or Clint Hill testimony. I hope she contacts your literary agents 
while abroad. I'll be in close touch with her so let me know if you have any 
urgent errands for her. 

Before she left we lunched and went into Hunters bookshop in Beverly 

Hills to find Whitewash outselling Inouest. We were so pleased to see your book 
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doing so well, we each bought yet another copy: Even Lane's doing better than 

Epstein in sales there so far. As a matter of fact I was surprised to find Lane's 

book as good as it is. 
I took Robert Vaughn, the actor, a copy of Whitewash when I was filming 

the other week out at MGM. He had read the POpkin article and was impressed so I 

insisted that he read your book since Popkin had "cribbed" so much theory and fact 

from your own work while giving it only a left-handed pat on the back. I expect to 

see him later this week and will get his reaction. He's very interested in the case 

but is reluctant to discuss the case with any of the Kennedy's with whom he is now 

rather close,arparently. 
The news in Friday's New York Times with reference to Look seeking the 

serial publication exclusive on William Manchester book with the disquieting conclusion 

of the author: Osw2ld lone assassin, was not very welcome in these parts. Ray Marcus 

has always suspected the KennedyS would "sell out". I hope this is not true. There 

must be a great deal going on behind the scenes what with the Goodwin outburst from 

Wesleyan. Which brings me to another matter: 
I had a long telephone conversation with Bram Gavin atWOrld Publishing 

in Cleveland. He informed me that our fears are groundless and that the Sauvage book 

will appear on schedule. It has been bound and looks very handsome and should be in 

the stores shortly. He felt, the Lane book would give Sauvage and World a formidable 

competition and he sounded rather sanguine about the outcome. Sauvage has only added 

an American edition chapter to his rviision of the corrected French text. No appendices 

or documentary section. Finally, heWil that it was Daniel Moynihan, and not Manchester, 

at Wesleyan with whom Goodwin was associated in his statement on the Epstein book. 

Your conclusions onZapruder research seem conclusive and I am anxious 

to see them in your sequel. I hope you will eventual' y get the reviews in Liberation 

and TMO as you did in the National Guardian as you genuinely deserve. 

Best wishes 

I. 	' 


